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y, allowing 11, hits

tone run. When the
Bjxhbos appeared dangerous the
motaagwde boy tightened, and
f&er tjadcBn runs were nipped.

v rhe hest evidence of of this was
in when one run over,
two-ou- t and a man on third, Scott

.passed two men, choking the
paths. Jimmy Austin came up
with a chance to gain fame, but
Scott breezed him on three
strikes. Throughout the game
Jim was pulling similar stunts,
and looks to be as good as last
vear, which is good enough.

V..
Chink Matticks made

' maiden bier league hit in
his
the

tenth, a double, which later blos
somed into the winning run on
Block's single. The rookie right
fielder also made a swell catch of
a foul fly.

The Boston Red Sox look like
. real ball team this year, with

c the irresponsible John I. Taylor
"deposed and Jimmy McAleer and

Take Sljahl at the helm. The
. Beaneaters were always lucky

in piCKing up recruits 01 nign
gcahber, but Taylor upset the dope

every time by trading or selling
.'some player because he didn't like
Jhe way he voted or the color of
his hair.
'A glaring example of this was

the trade which sent Harry Lord
& the White Sox. What makes
Boston loom particularly good is

"fhe performance of Buck O'Brien,
' Secured from Denver, who made
jZpod yesterday on last season's

edictions by trimming the "New

York Highlanders?wth Ford In
the box, allowing them but six
hits. The Bostonese have always
been factors in the rape, notwith-
standing the interference of Tay-
lor. Under new management
they should create some stirs

A deal is on between the Naps
and Tigers, by which Outfielder
Jack Graney of Cleveland will go
to Detroit in exchange for George
Moriarity, whom Davis wants for
first base. t

ESCAPED

Guyer: Briggs just escaped
from an institution.

Kidder: What institution?
Guyer: The institution of mar

riage. His engagement is declar-
ed off.

California Outlook is tickled
most to death. Polled the aristo-
cratic clubs of Los Angeles and
found Roosevejt has 241 majority
over all other candidates. Huh!
we polled the Steel Trust and
found that Roosevelt has a clean
sweep.
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